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This paper features the intodurction of a variety of probe measurements and the
comparison of their measurement results. From total pressure and velocity measurement,
under assumption of equilibrium, plasma enthalpy is deduced. For a power input of 50 kW,
it yields 450MJ/kg and compares well to that of 485MJ/kg derived from plasma power
measurements with a cavity calorimeter.

I. Introduction

The current limitations to the exhaust velocity of
hydrogen previously heated in a plenum of a rocket
engine are imposed for various reasons. At low stagna-
tion pressures, the high bulk enthalpy added, although
high, is largely transformed into dissociation and ion-
isation but cannot be directed to kinetic energy when
expanded to lower pressures in a nozzle. Or the bulk
enthalpy is, although useful, low at high stagnation
pressures. Or, finally, the enthalpy that can be con-
verted to directed kinetic energy at optimum pressure
shows a maximum but is a compromise between the
two features mentioned above [1]. When both gas tem-
perature and stagnation pressure are increased, the
optimum will collide with limitations due to the elec-
trode material. Therefore, new thruster concepts are
required in order to produce higher exhaust velocity
at high thrust.

A reliable concept is pursued with electric arc-
jet thrusters. They have been developed since the
1960s [2] and provide relatively high thrust at mod-
erate exhaust velocities. Typical thrust ranges from
0.1 to 6N for respective power input between 0.75 and
100kW for the radiation-cooled design. Thrust effi-
ciency is typically below 40% [3]. Currently, the high-
est exhaust velocities of thermal propulsion concepts
that use stationary, chamber-heated hydrogen range
between 20 und 25 km/s [2, 3]. An arcjet thruster has
a central cathode and an annular anode. The propel-
lant is injected into the ring-shaped gap between the
two electrodes and heated up by an electric arc. It is
then expanded and accelerated through a nozzle where
the energy contained in the plasma is transferred to
directed energy. These arcjet characteristics of high
specific enthalpy are combined with the presence of
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a steep radial property gradient as in a hot, energy-
rich core with a relatively cold gas layer at its edge.
An idea to transfer more power into the plasma flow
is to reheat this edge of the plume by another heating
mechanism in the way of an afterburner in order not to
collide with the material limitations mentioned above.
TIHTUS (Thermal-Inductive Hybrid Thruster of the
Universität Stuttgart) is a two-stage plasma genera-
tor where reheating is realized by means of inductive
heating. It has been developed over the past four
years [4, 5, 6, 7]. This new concept has the poten-
tial to produce large thrust and high effective exhaust
velocity by addition of power in the second stage. It
is, therefore, considered the predecessor of a future
propulsion system for the transport of heavy payload
on interplanetary trajectories [4].

The flow from the arcjet plasma generator of TIH-
TUS is supersonic in its center. From an isentropic
consideration of the conservation equations, it can be
shown that heating of any supersonic flow has a decel-
erating effect on the flow [8]. It is therefore essential
to find the right measure, where the heating in the
second stage does not yet couple into the supersonic
core but raises the temperature of the cold gas layer
and thereby increases the integral of the velocity of the
flow.

Radius resolved plume characteristics are measured
by a time-of-flight electric probe and a Pitot probe.
The data are compared to the integral plasma power
measured by a cavity calorimeter.

After introducing the thruster principle, the present
paper presents the setup of the ground test facility,
the measurement devices, and the methodolgy to de-
termine plasma temperature from total pressure and
velocity. The data will then be compared by an equi-
librium approach.
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II. Thruster concept

As mentioned above, TIHTUS consists of an arcjet
thruster (first stage) and an inductively heating after-
burner (second stage). A view of the plasma thruster
TIHTUS is shown in figure 1. The second stage con-
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Figure 1 Set-up of TIHTUS.

sists of a discharge tube and a coil spun around it as
part of a resonance circuit. The inductively heated
plasma generator (IPG) is used as the afterburner
since in induction heating the power is coupled into
the plasma at a near-coil position due to the skin-
effect [9]. In an arcjet plume, as mentioned in the
introduction, this is where the cold gas layer is lo-
cated. The plasma jet being ejected from the arcjet
is thus expanded into the quartz discharge tube. The
alternating RF-current in the coil induces an oscillat-
ing, mostly azimuthal, magnetic field inside the tube.
This field initiates an electric discharge in the pro-
pellant oriented in the opposite direction of the coil
current. The free electrons contained in the plasma
from the thermal arcjet are accelerated by the electric
field and by means of collisions they transfer their in-
duced power to the atoms and molecules. RF-power
is thus coupled into the plasma.

The thruster is operated as a water-cooled model us-
ing hydrogen as propellant. Power may be coupled into
the arc-heated (DC) or the inductively heated (RF)
stage. The principal question is whether it is possible
to specifically heat the outer edges of an arcjet plume
so that higher exhaust velocity can be attained. Of
course, a dependency on the power staging between
the two thruster stages is expected. As is a depen-
dency on the gas mass flow rate staging. Gas flow
through the arc heated stage is expanded first into the
injection head of the inductive, second stage where a
swirl gas flow can be admixed. Each operational condi-
tion is therefore referred to as T PDC |PRF -ṁDC |ṁRF

throughout this paper. The investigated conditions
are listed in table 1. They include a variety of condi-
tions where at constant mass flow staging (300|0mg/s)
the power staging is varied while keeping the total
power input at 50 kW. In the second variety, mass
flow staging, where the total mass flow always adds

up to 300mg/s, is varied at constant power staging
(25|25kW).

Table 1 Nomenclature for operational condition.

PDC PRF ṁDC ṁswirl

[kW] [kW] [mg/s] [mg/s]
T 50|00-300|0 50 0 300 0
T 25|25-300|0 25 25 300 0
T 20|30-300|0 20 30 300 0
T 25|25-200|100 25 25 200 100
T 25|25-100|200 25 25 100 200

III. Experimental Environment

The TIHTUS ground test facility consists of the two
plasma thuster stages and the vacuum chamber mea-
suring 3m in length and 2m in diameter. Installed are
a gas supply system, water-cooling system and a data
acquisition system. The lid of the vacuum chamber
carries the thruster. The rear end of the chamber is
connected to the IRS vacuum pump system, the to-
tal suction power of which amounts to 6000m3/h at
atmospheric pressure or 250 000m3/h at 10Pa.

TIHTUS’ first stage is a water-cooled arcjet thruster
foreseen for up to 100-kW operation. It is supplied
by a 6-MW DC-power supply. The second stage is
connected to a 180-kW radio-frequency power supply
and the external resonance circuit can be operated at
frequencies ranging from 0.5 to 1.5MHz.

Both parts of the thruster are water-cooled at
present. Therefore, thermal powers such as tube cool-
ing power loss or resonant circuit power are surveyed
using resistance thermometers. They are electrically
sealed and installed at an acceptable distance from the
plasma source to prevent disturbing signals from the
RF-field. Additionally, the cooling water flow rates are
measured. However, at a further stage of development,
the strategy foresees building the plasma source in a
radiation-cooled design, promising an additional gain
in specific impulse.

For gas dynamic plume investigation, a two-axis ta-
ble is installed inside the vacuum tank on which probes
can be mounted. Moreover, optical access is provided
by portholes.

Thrust was also investigated and is presented in
Ref. [10].

A. Cavity Calorimeter

A cavity calorimeter was developed to determine
thermal plasma power [11]. The plasma ejected from
the thruster enters the cone-shaped copper cavity
shown in figure 2. The diameter of the entrance aper-
ture is 120mm, which is approximately 25% larger
than the plasma beam. The distance between the
calorimeter and the plasma outlet of TIHTUS is
70mm. The distance must be large enough so that the
discharge behavior of the plasma thruster is not dis-
turbed. The calorimeter is made of copper due to the
material’s very high specific heat conductivity. The
copper walls are thus heated by radiation, convection,
and wall-recombination. The entire cavity is equipped
with spiral copper tubes on the outside that guide the
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Figure 2 Cavity calorimeter of IRS.

cooling water, see figure 2. The water cools the copper
wall so that the plasma is completely cooled and the
entire power of the plasma is transferred to the cool-
ing water. The plasma power PPl is then determined
according to [12]

PPl = ṁcoolantcp,coolant (Tout − Tin) . (1)

B. Pitot Probe

The total, or Pitot, pressure ptot is the pressure
present in the foremost stagnation point of a body in-
serted into a plasma column, such as a Pitot probe.
Within the probe the deceleration of the flow takes
place isentropically. The pressure measured at the
end of a Pitot tube, therefore, corresponds to the to-
tal pressure in the stagnation point in front of the
tube opening. At a Mach number of Ma≥1, this is
the plenum pressure just behind an imaginary verti-
cal, ideal bow shock.

Figure 3 Pitot probe.

Mach number is defined as

Ma =
v

a
=

v√
κRT

(2)

with the speed of sound a , the isentropic exponent κ,
and the specific gas constant R. Depending on Mach
number, in the stagnation point a total pressure is
formed so that

ptot

pstat
=

(

κ + 1

2
Ma2

)
κ

κ−1
(

2
κ

κ + 1
Ma2 − κ − 1

κ + 1

)
1

1−κ

(3)
in supersonic and

ptot

pstat
=

(

1 +
κ − 1

2
Ma2

)
κ

κ−1

. (4)

in subsonic flow [8]. The isentropic exponent κ is a
function of temperature. It was shown by Laure, that a
deviation has only little influence on the result of Mach
number from equation (3) [13]. The data presented
here are furthermore based on the assumption that the
ambient pressure in the vacuum tank is imposed on the
plasma plume. This assumption is also supported by
Refs. [14] and [15].

The Pitot probe used in the present case is of Eu-
ropean standard geometry (flat nose, 50mm body di-
ameter, rounded edge) with a measurement orifice of
26mm diameter. It is depicted in figure 3.

C. Electric Time-of-Flight Probe

For the measurement of the plasma velocity v∞,
electric time-of-flight probes are applied. Electric
probes are electrically conductive measurement de-
vices exposed to a plasma. A double probe has two
electrodes with a voltage applied between them. Due
to an electrically conductive plasma passing between
the electrodes, a current flows and can be measured.

Voltage

supply
Meas. resistance

Current

measurement

Figure 4 Electric time-of-flight probe setup.

The principle for plasma velocity measurement, de-
picted in figure 4, is based on the axial offset of two
double probes. The current flow between either pair of
electrodes, as depicted in figure 5, shows fluctuations
in the plasma which translate with plasma velocity
from the first to the second double probe.
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Figure 5 Probe data from operational condition
T 25|25-100|200.
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The electrodes are of tungsten wire with a diameter
of 0.5mm and the two double probes have an axial
offset of 26mm.

The voltage induced into the electrodes by the RF
magnetic field is dependent upon the magnetic field
strength B and the projected area Aproj of the elec-
trodes according to

Vind = ḂAproj + BȦproj . (5)

Consequently, the probes are arranged so that all four
cylindrical probes of the two double probes are axially
aligned with the plume axis so that the projected area
is minimized.

IV. Measurement Results

As was described in chapter II, in TIHTUS, electric
power can be applied to either the arc heated stage, the
inductively heated stage, or to both stages. Also, the
ratio of the gas flow through either stage can be varied.
The five operating conditions of table 1 were investi-
gated. They include a variation of power staging for a
gas flow relation of 300|0mg/s and a variation of mass
flow staging for constant power staging of 25|25kW.

The radial profiles of total pressure and plasma flow
velocity at an axial position of x=200mm from the
thruster exit are measured by means of a Pitot probe
and a time-of-flight electric probe, respectively.

A. Pitot Pressure
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Figure 6 Pitot pressure at variation of power par-
titioning.

Figure 6 shows Pitot pressure in the plane perpen-
dicular to the plume exhaust direction with a mass
flow rate of 300mg/s through the arcjet thruster stage.
For proof of reproducibility, the measurement points
were detected twice and averaged values are presented
here. Error bars in the graphs include the standard
deviation of the mean value and the uncertainty of the
pressure transducer. The maxima at excentric position
originate from the plasma flow through the discharge
tube instead of a diverging nozzle. The curve marked
with hollow triangles represents only arc heated stage
active at 20kW. It shows maxima at excentric posi-
tion, while the plume is quite narrow. Black triangles
mark the same arcjet power with second stage power
added to it. It becomes evident, that the power of the

inductively heated stage is coupled into the plasma an-
nularly at excentric position. For reasons of clarity in
the figure, error bars are marked only in the curve for
the condition T 20|30-300|0.

The black symbols represent conditions with power
staging adding up to 50 kW each. At the plume center,
it can be observed that higher total pressure is pro-
duced with increasing arc power. The highest maxima
representing a total pressure of 0.85 hPa are achieved
with 20 kW supplied from the arc heating stage and
30 kW coupled into the plume by inductive heating.
The same condition shows the widest plume diameter.
This can be interpreted as the most power coupled
into the plasma at coil-near position. However, the
smallest diameter is not reached at pure arc heating
with 50 kW but with 25 kW arc and 25 kW inductive
heating.
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Figure 7 Pitot pressure at variation of mass flow
rate partitioning.

For a power staging of 25|25kW, a gas flow variation
was also conducted. The Pitot pressure graphs are pre-
sented in figure 7. From the edges of the plume, it can
be seen that according to the measurement condition
and the mass flow staging, the ambient pressure in the
tank varies between 0.34 und 0.4 hPa. In the second
stage, the gas flow is injected radially as swirl gas. It
is observed that the more gas is injected as swirl gas,
the higher the ambient pressure. The diameter of the
plasma plume, however, does not remarkably change
with varying mass flow staging. Total pressure max-
ima of 0.85hPa are reached for 100|200mg/s.

From these measurements, the highest integral of
total pressure is reached with T 20|30-300|0. The data
compared well to thrust measurements as elaborated
in Ref. [10].

B. Velocity

In the figures 8 and 9, plasma velocities investigated
with electric time-of-flight probes are depicted. Note
that measurements could only be taken around the
plume center, where ionization of the plasma was high
enough to have a current flow through the plasma and
the electric probes. Profiles were able to be recorded
out to a radial distance of 110mm from the plume
center.

At each radial position five pairs of curves were
recorded. The velocities determined from their cor-
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relation were then averaged. Error bars denominate
the standard deviation of the mean value and the un-
certainties of measurement of the electrode distance.

Figure 8 represents the variation of power staging
according to the pressure data presented above. The
curves do not have the excentric maximum shape as
the Pitot pressure curves. They demonstrate a maxi-
mum at centric position. The center values, as accord-
ing to the Pitot center values increase with increas-
ing first stage power. Power partitioning of 25|25kW
reaches almost the maximum velocity of 9224m/s in
the plume center that were reached by the one of
50|0kW with an addition of power at the plume edge.
Of much smaller amount is the maximum of the power
staging with 20|30kW. This means that when too lit-
tle power is applied by the first stage, ionization is
not high enough for the induction coil to efficiently
couple power into the plasma. Furthermore, velocity
decreases while the profile gains in diameter.
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Figure 8 Velocity at variation of power partition-
ing.

At maintained power ratio of 25|25kW, the gas flow
variation shows that with pure flow through the arcjet,
a maximum is formed in the plume center. How-
ever, for increasing swirl gas flow, the maxima become
excentric. This is most extreme for 100mg/s of hydro-
gen fed through the arcjet and 200mg/s fed through
the injection head. The highest local velocities of
>10,300m/s are reached with 200mg/s of hydrogen
fed through the arcjet and 100mg/s fed through the
injection head. The plume centers show an increase in
velocity with increasing arcjet flow.

C. Plasma Power

It was shown in Ref. [7] that plasma power can be
estimated from operation supervisory data with an
accuracy of below 10% according to the method de-
scribed.

For the second – inductive – stage, a loss was re-
ported by Herdrich which is referred to as the “neutral
gear power” [11]. Neutral gear power is lost to the
components of the facility, e.g. in the form of electro-
magnetic emission or to the oscillator tube, amongst
others. The neutral gear power Png can be assessed
during operation without a plasma load. Thus, only a
part of the anode power PA is induced into the plasma
as Pind=PA − Png. Again, from the power induced
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Figure 9 Velocity at variation of mass flow rate
partitioning.

into the plasma, a part is lost to the cooling water,
indicated by Pth,RF and measured as described above

PPl,RF = PA − Png − Pth,RF . (6)

Figure 10 shows a principle of the two-stage thruster
TIHTUS. Sketched are the gas flow, the input power
to each stage, as well as the power losses. According
to the figure, the plasma power must yield

PPl = Pel,DC + PA − Pth,DC − Pth,RF − Png. (7)

In order to prove equation (7) true, the results are
compared to the plasma power measured with the
calorimeter described above. Table 2 shows the results
and that this method of determining plasma power lies
within a range of precision of 10% for hydrogen oper-
ation.

Stage 1

Arcjet

mDC

Pel,DC PA

Pth,RFPth,DC Png

.

.
mswirl

Stage 2

Inductive PPl

Figure 10 Staging principle

The general definition of efficiency is
η= useable power

supplied power . Thus, in the present case, thermal
efficiency is, according to Fig. 10, defined as

ηth,tot =
PPl

Pel,DC + PA
. (8)

Table 2 Plasma power and thermal efficiency: di-
rectly measured and determined from operational
data.

PPl,cal PPl,Eq.(7) error ηth,cal

[kW] [kW] [%] [%]
T 50|00-300|0 25.56 25.56 0 51.04
T 25|25-300|0 20.39 22.16 8.7 40.67
T 20|30-300|0 21.16 21.73 2.7 41.73
T 25|25-200|100 21.08 19.99 5.2 42.87
T 25|25-100|200 21.32 19.54 8.4 42.31
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The part of the plasma power that can be used for
thrust depends on the frozen flow losses and on the
nozzle efficiency.

V. Interpretation

In this section, it will be shown how the radially re-
solved data can be combined and a plasma temperature
can be derived. However, this has to be done under
the assumption of thermal and chemical equilibrium.
Whether comsideration of thernmodynamic equilib-
rium is admissible will be cross checked by deriving
plasma enthalpy from the probe data and comparing
it to the plasma enthalpy measured with the calorime-
ter. It will be shown that the data compare well.

A. Temperature

In the present elaboration, the plume of the two-
stage TIHTUS thruster is investigated by a Pitot pres-
sure and an electric time-of-flight probe. A novel
method was introduced in [10], in which from total
pressure and velocity, temperature is deduced. It shall
be briefly reported, here.

The isentropic exponent κ and the specific gas con-
stant R are each dependent on temperature. In the
present study, their values are taken from Ref. [16]
based on a plasma composition model assuming ther-
modynamic equilibrium. Transferring eq. (2) to a
function for velocity v of temperature T results in

v2 = Ma2κ(T )R(T )T . (9)

Figure 11 shows the velocity of a plasma plume as
derived from eq. (9) for a total pressure ratio measured
at T 50|00-300|0.

For the same operating point and position, the ve-
locity measured by electric probes is marked in the
graph as a horizontal line. In the figure, the velocity
derived from Pitot probe measurement for a variety of
temperatures and the velocity measured with electric
probe intersect. Namely, at the temperature for the
pressure ratio of which the “true” velocity was mea-
sured by the electric probes. This temperature is the
plasma temperature at the position and the operat-
ing position. This means that the local temperature
is derived from velocity an total pressure measure-
ments while only two assumptions have to be made:
a perpendicular, ideal bow shock in front of the Pitot
probe and plasma fluctuations measured by the elec-
tric probes moving with plasma veocity. Furthermore,
isentropic exponent and specific gas constant were
calculated from a model considering thermo-chemical
equilibrium [16].

In the framework of the present measurement cam-
paign, a radial profile of plasma velocity was measured
for the five operating conditions of table 1. Hence,
for each point of measurement in each radial profile
the temperature is determined from Pitot probe and
electric time-of-flight measurements. It is subject to
uncertainties of the determination of total pressure
and velocity. The uncertainties are given as error bars
in figure 12.
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Figure 11 Scheme of temperature determination
method.

By means of this method, the temperature is derived
from Pitot pressure and plasma velocity. For the op-
erating conditions T 50|00-300|0, T 25|25-300|0, and
T 20|30-300|0, the temperatures deduced are depicted
in figure 12. The method was compared to tempera-
tures results of thermo-chemical non-equilibrium con-
sideration and it was found that a good agreement of
below 30% is reached with the method [17].
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Figure 12 Temperature at variation of power par-
titioning.

It becomes evident from figure 12 that for all operat-
ing conditions using pure central gas flow at 300mg/s
the temperature profile is very simlar at any power
staging. This indicates that the thermal efficiency
of the coupling of the inductive, second stage into
the plasma is high. The highest temperature of
8689K is reached under condition T 20|30-300|0, while
at T 50|00-300|0 the temperature is approximately
1500K lower. The lowest temperature on the plume
axis is reached at T 25|25-300|0. Towards the plume
edge, they all fall down to about 2300K. Remember
that the measurement was not possible to be con-
ducted all the way out the actual plume edge since
the degree of ionisation was not high enough for the
electric probes to measure reliable values.

B. Enthalpy

Analoguous to Ref. [18], the enthalpy under con-
sideration of thermodynamic equilibrium in case of
hydrogen operation yields

h =
1

2
v2
∞ + cprot,tr

T∞ (10)
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+ξH2
hvib,H2

+ ξHhdis + ξH+ (hdis + hion) ,

where according to Ref. [19] cprot,tr
yields

cprot,tr
=

f̄ + 2

2

ℜ
M̄

. (11)

and

hvib,H2
=

ℜ

MH2

θvib

e
θvib
Tvib − 1

, (12)

At the axial position x=200mm downstream of the
nozzle of TIHTUS, from the measurements presented
above, the locally resolved profiles of T and v∞ are
known. Although velocity data could only be detected
up to a radius of 110mm from the plume center, total
pressure shows that the plume is remarkably larger,
namely, up to a radius of 150mm. Temperature and
velocity are therefore extended by a fit curve accord-
ing to Abramovich giving universal radial profiles for
turbulent free jets in the form of [20]

v = va

(

1 −
(

r

RS

)3/2
)2

. (13)

The velocity maximum at the plume center is named
va and r stands for radial position while RS denom-
inates the plume radius. Figure 13 compares the
measured velocity of condition T 50|00-300|0 to the fit-
function above. It can be seen that the theory applies
well to the plasma characteristics of TIHTUS when
the thruster is operated with a mass flow staging of
300|0mg/s.
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Figure 13 Velocity profiles of T 50|00-300|0:
measured and fitted according to the theory of
Abramovich.

Fasoulas has added a universal radial profile for the
specific enthalpy in the form of

h = ha

(

1 −
(

r

RS

)3/2
)3

. (14)

Figure 14 shows the enthalpy deduced from eq. (14)
and compares them to the pure equilibrium enthalpy
from eq. (11) deduced from measured velocity and
total pressure values. The bulk plasma enthalpy at
T 50|00-300|0 yields

hPl,cal =
PPl

ṁ
= 86.67 MJ/kg (15)
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Figure 14 Enthalpy profiles of T 50|00-300|0: fitted
from semi-empirical model [18] and derived with
equilibrium model from measurement data.

and is known from the plasma power measured with
the calorimeter. The enthalpy at the plume center ha

in eq. (14) must, since, be chosen so that the integral
of the enthalpy profile across the plume cross section

hPl =

∫

A

hdA =
1

A

∑

i

hi. (16)

yields the same value.

It can be seen from figure 14 that the form and trend
of the turbulent free stream’s enthalpy is in agreement
for both Fasoulas’ semi-empiric theory and thermo-
dynamic equilibrium considerations. This show that
equilibrium considerations are admissible. The curve’s
integral differs with 59.12MJ/kg only 30% from that
of 86.67MJ/kg measured with the calorimeter.

In both of the above cases it is assumed that the
mass flow distribution is homogenuous throughout the
entire plume section. In order to avoid having to make
this assumption, Löhle derived radially resolved spe-
cific enthalpy according to eq. 14, yielding [21]

h =
hava

ṁ

pA

RT

(

1 −
(

r

RS

)3/2
)5

(17)

The value of ha, i.e. that of the plume center, is also
depicted in figure 14. It lies 10% above the semi-
empiric model of Fasoulas, may be indicating that
ṁ= p

RT vA has increased while the plasma travelled the
200mm from the thruster exit to the probes, e.g by en-
trainment of ambient air. That this entrainment takes
place was was shown before by Fasoulas [18, 22].
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